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The Firehouse Light
Shayla had no idea her life would turn out like it did. She had two kids, independent, a college
degree, owns a Top Business Consulting firm in Buckhead, Atlanta and a Non-profit organization
for the community, but in the midst of it all she was Trapped. Trapped in love, hate, lust and
PAIN!! She had a natural body that these women would die for, her personality made her
beautiful, her presence was unreal and she had a smile that would lighten up your darkest days.
Shayla wasn't your average chick she was street and book smart, but had one problem men was her
weakness. She picked the men she had the weakness for. Shayla was living a triple life and the
walls were starting to close in on her fast.. Shayla was focused on her businesses, but on the
flip side enjoyed herself, She never meant to hurt anyone feelings, so she tried to be as
upfront as possible when they would ask, which was never so, she never offered the information.
She is about to go for the ride of her life, she's a street girl by nature, maybe she can get
herself out it. Her best friend Kisha is by her side to support her until Shayla finds out her
secret. Shayla is into deep.......
The hauntingly prophetic classic novel set in a not-too-distant future where books are burned by
a special task force of firemen. 'Another indispensable classic' The Times ''Ray Bradbury's gift
for storytelling reshaped our culture and expanded our world' Barack Obama Guy Montag is a
fireman. His job is to burn books, which are forbidden, being the source of all discord and
unhappiness. Even so, Montag is unhappy; there is discord in his marriage. Are books hidden in
his house? The Mechanical Hound of the Fire Department, armed with a lethal hypodermic, escorted
by helicopters, is ready to track down those dissidents who defy society to preserve and read
books. The classic dystopian novel of a post-literate future, Fahrenheit 451 stands alongside
Orwell's 1984 and Huxley's Brave New World as a prophetic account of Western civilization's
enslavement by the media, drugs and conformity. Bradbury's powerful and poetic prose combines
with uncanny insight into the potential of technology to create a novel which, decades on from
first publication, still has the power to dazzle and shock.
This book is for children of all ages. This book explains how things could be the same or
different between siblings.
Elam Harnish has more money than he would ever need. As he accumulates wealth as a successful
entrepreneur in the Alaskan Gold Rush, Harnish must face the challenges of the Yukon Territory.
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After he makes a fortune, Harnish finds himself still unsatisfied. In efforts to find a new
challenge and make more money, Harnish decides to move down to the mainland of America, settling
in California. However, after a group of money kings threaten to take his entire amassed
fortune, Harnish resorts to violence to recover it, endangering him both physically and morally
as he slides down a slippery slope of immorality. Realizing that he can make even more money
with undercut business practices, Harnish slowly becomes corrupt, making shady business deals,
cheating, and being dishonest. While it gives him more wealth, Harnish soon realizes that money
is not all he wants in life. After one of his employees catch his eye, Harnish resorts to
harassing her for attention. However, she is a woman of strong will and morals, and refuses his
advances. Harnish realizes that she will never reciprocate his attraction if he continues his
shady business dealings, but what if it is too late to redeem himself? Filled with action and
suspense, Jack London’s Burning Daylight brings an exciting twist to the classic enemies to
lovers storyline. Featuring two exciting settings—California and Alaska, Burning Daylight is an
entertaining glimpse into the gold rush era of the United States. Through the use of amusing
caricatures of hyper-masculinity and hyper-femininity, London’s romance novel also provides
intriguing insight on the early 20th century gender expectations. Burning Daylight has inspired
several film adaptations over the years, and was among the list of best-selling books when it
was released in 1910. With adaptations and record sales, Jack London’s Burning Daylight proves
that it is a prolific work able to be enjoyed by audiences even in the 21st century. This
edition of Burning Daylight by Jack London is now presented with a new, eye-catching cover and
is printed in an easy-to-read font, making it both modern and accessible.
The Guide to the Most Interesting Facts in the World
Loss of Light
Little Book of Light
Thomas Kinkade's Cape Light: a Christmas Secret
The Day the Lights Went Out
Light
A Captain from a suburban Fire Department shares over 100 stories from his 30-year career in
this collection of anecdotes. It's not all guts and glory and running into burning buildings.
There's also downtime, station life, and side jobs. He has seen people at their best and at
their worst and everything in between. Just when you think you've seen it all, what looks like a
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routine call turns out to be anything but routine. Put it all together and you have an
interesting study of human nature.Many of these stories will make you laugh, some will make you
cry, and others will just make you stop and think. See life through his eyes, that of a career
firefighter.This book is not just for firefighters. A glossary ensures that everyone can enjoy
the stories, including those who may not be familiar with Fire Department jargon.
Dustin is a seventeen-year-old young man who finds out that his girlfriend, Sandy
The thrilling sequel to Break Free the Night. Kaylee and her group have escaped the city,
abandoning the safety and comfort of routine. Before them lay miles of untested road that will
bring challenges and opportunities that none of them could have anticipated ...and some that
they won't all be able to survive.
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern
world. Whether it’s practical DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital technology,
information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -- PM is the ultimate
guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
Popular Mechanics
I'll Get That Job!
Testify to the Light
Choose This Day
Love in the Light
Burning Daylight
In the battle between mazes and kids, who will win? Your child might, if he/she has the patience and right strategy to get out of all these
mazes. Answering mazes is a fun learning experience that will help improve your child's ability to think of strategies quite fast. Start your
child's training with one book of mazes at a time.
As Ruben Wells kneels with a gun pointed at his head all he can do is reflect on the life he spoiled. What has led him here? Was it his
willingness to always try to do the right thing that has him staring at the barrel of a gun? Or was that he was too much of a people pleaser
having a hard time saying no that has led to him begging for his life? Every thing begins and ends with a choice. The moment a choice is
made it only takes a second for a life to change. Ruben made a choice to initiate a relationship with the alluring Bianca Jones. She makes
heads turn and every man's dream. She is beautiful as a gazelle, but as dangerous as a lioness, as she's unavailable due to being unhappily
married with children. Being married doesn't keep her from wanting to pursue Ruben as well as being pursued by him. Getting involved
with Bianca changes Ruben's life in ways he never could have imagined. Choices are a gift constantly given to everyone. The choices made
lead to different paths. We all have to choose this day what we're going to do with our own lives not knowing what the end result will be.
What kind of impact will Ruben's choices have on his life?
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God is always talking to us: we cannot be separated from Him. These are only two of the meaningful revelations Tony Arnold shares with us
in this remarkable book. What follows is a remarkable dialogue between Tony and God: a dialogue about the creative powers of humans,
our oneness with God, Heaven on earth, and love. As God leads Tony to new knowings and better ways of living, the reader is drawn along
on a meaningful journey of discovery and letting go - letting go of fear and judgment in favor of peace and wisdom. There is wisdom here
for every reader - for those who are lost and scared, for those searching for the meaning of life, and for those who simply want to be closer
to God.
Colin has yet another argument with his wife and storms out of the house with the intention of watching the remaining half of a football
match in his local pub. However, he is knocked down by a car whilst crossing a road.And,That is just the start of his troubles...
Knowledge Stew
Into the Light
My Journey to Light
War Stories: Some Memories from the Firehouse Years
Finding Linda
Red Light Terror
A planet plagued with tumult from outsiders and divided by its own religious dichotomy could face extinction if their faiths are not
united and an unholy artifact is destroyed. Safiro, the God of Death, and Sanguina, the Goddess of Life, created two heroes
(Vytametas) -- mirror twins separated at birth yet destined to meet in a place where the future of their world will be decided by their
powers. The only people who know not the ultimate purpose of the legendary Vytametas are the young heroes themselves. While
the teenage Vytametas learn of their world and of their mission, they will be turned against each other by the two faiths they are
meant to save: the demented Safiric Brotherhood and the shady Sanguinic Sisterhood.
This book explores how lighting systems based on LED sources have the ability to positively influence the human circadian
system, with benefits for health and well-being. The opening chapters examine the functioning of the human circadian system, its
response to artificial lighting, potential health impacts of different types of light exposure, and current researches in circadian
photometry. A first case study analyzes the natural lighting available in an urban interior, concluding that it is unable to activate the
human circadian system over the entire year. Important original research is then described in which systems suitable for artificial
circadian lighting in residential interiors and offices were developed after testing of new design paradigms based on LED sources.
Readers will also find a detailed analysis of the LED products available or under development globally that may contribute to
optimal artificial circadian lighting, as well as the environmental sensors, control interfaces, and monitoring systems suitable for
integration with new LED lighting systems. Finally, guidelines for circadian lighting design are proposed, with identification of key
requirements.
Lift the flaps to explore all the fun at the firehouse! When a Dalmatian puppy goes missing on the day of the big parade, the
firefighters need all the help they can get to find their furry friend. But is the missing pup hiding in the dispatch room—or napping in
the captain's bunk? Shaped just like a firehouse, this board book's double pages open out from the middle, inviting toddlers to
explore a firehouse's many rooms and to meet the friendly folks who work there. With cheerful art and clever seek-and-find flaps
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throughout, this latest title in the Double Booked series is an interactive story full of sweet surprises. • Perfect for toddlers who
love firetrucks and firehouses! • Gatefold pages and 35 lift-the-flaps to help with hands-on childhood developmental skills • Bold
colorful illustrations will delight children and adults alike! Perfect for any child who loves Firehouse!, This Is the Firefighter, and At
the Firehouse: A Tinyville Town Story. • Ages 2 and up • Firehouse books for babies • Interactive board books for toddlers Kayla
Stark is an illustrator whose work has been featured in children's books and educational materials. She lives in Nashville,
Tennessee.
Explore Illinois mug-by-mug!
Book 8
The Spiritual Biography of Andy Gustafson
The Light Upon My Path (2nd Edition)
I'm Trapped
Alcohol Mantle Lamps
The Firehouse Fraternity: An Oral History of the Newark Fire Department Volume V Riots to Renaissance

This is Book 8 in The Non-Electric Lighting Series. The series as a whole is aimed at people who want to survive whatever Mother Nature
throws at us
Over the hills and far away, a man suddenly finds after being struck by lightning that he is no longer walking in the Cumbrian Fells but is
somewhere else entirely. Where that is, however, he does not know. The hills and mountains, lush green forests and the sea pounding at the
shore are all unfamiliar and seem to beckon to him, drawing him from the paths and into the land itself. Yet he has little time to familiarise
himself with these tantalising new sights and sounds that call to him before an unfortunate accident ends with him destroying a lighthouse
and soon after a trading vessel that belongs to a mysterious ruler known only as, "The Keel." Soon he is abducted by the shipwrecked crew
and they decide to take him to their master to stand trial for the wanton destruction of his property. There is, however, one problem. The
journey overland through the countryside that is a mystery to him will take weeks to cover, and the journey grows hazardous as they walk
further across the fertile green plains and mountains of a place he now knows to be called, "Felastia." It all started with the mysterious
woman: the red-headed girl who would arrive at his place of work unannounced and ask to be fed. Yet she is more than she looks, for he
cannot seem to either shake her from his thoughts, but neither can he find her. She seems to have vanished into thin air. Or has she? But
there are others in this land that are waiting for him: mysterious spheres of light that seem to follow his every move, spying on him. There
are servants of darkness that seem to be showing an unhealthy interest in him too, for forces are abroad that are seeking him out for
purposes known only to themselves, and soon he will find himself embroiled in a war, his part in which is to prove to be the adventure - and
journey - of a lifetime. "Lost in Translation" is the first part of "Into the Light," and the start of a new epic fantasy trilogy from Michael
White. It is a fantasy adventure for lovers of lands strange and magical where can be found mountains to climb and forests to enter. Over
the hills and far away, Paul has travelled far into the lands of Felastia though he has yet to have his reckoning with the mysterious figure
known only as, "The Keel." His adventures have been many and the strange magical land he finds himself in continues to enchant him at
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every turn. Yet he knows now that there are dangers too in this land of magic and beauty. Marked by the strange Shadow creatures and the
Green Man himself, a battle rages within him for dominance, and his reluctance to choose a side sees within him the danger that he may
fade and become mist, dispersed by the wind and lost to all. Now though the mysterious woman known only to him as Aoife has been found,
and it is time for him to pick a side, for she has great need of him, as do the nations of Felastia, for war approaches, and soon events will
combine to over-run them all. "The Road of the Sun" is part two of "Into the Light," a new trilogy from Michael White. It is a fantasy
adventure for lovers of lands strange and magical where can be found mountains to climb and forests to enter. "Into the Light" comprises
of two books: "Lost in Translation" and "The Road of the Sun."
"Passionate and poignant! Love in the Light will have readers falling in love with Caden and Makenna all over again!" ~ NYT Bestseller
Jay Crownover Two hearts in the darkness… Makenna James and Caden Grayson have been inseparable since the scorching night they
were trapped in a pitch-black elevator. But they're not strangers anymore, and Makenna hopes that night put them on the path to forever.
All that stands in the way is introducing her tattooed, pierced, and scarred boyfriend to her father and over-protective brothers. Must fight
for love in the light… Haunted by a childhood tragedy and the loss of his family, Caden never thought he’d find the kind of red-hot love he
shares with Makenna. But the deeper he falls, the more he fears the devastation sure to come when he loses her, too. When secrets are
revealed and the past threatens the present, Caden questions whether Makenna deserves more than he can give. Maybe they’re just too
different—and he’s far too damaged—after all… "This follow up to one of the most beloved couples in romance is delivered in the emotional
and touching way that only Laura Kaye can do. Love in the Light is everything I could have wanted for Makenna and Caden--and more!" ~
Jillian Stein, Read-Love-Blog
An inspirational and handy book of consciousness and love. Bring it with you on your daily journey for happiness everywhere you go.
Vytameta
How Come?
Circadian Lighting Design in the LED Era
Mazes for Kids
The Little Light Shines Bright
The Best Breweries and Brewpubs of Illinois

One December evening, Andy Gustafson came home to find his wife and children murdered-a nightmare that few can imagine surviving.
Yet, in his anguish, he found a God who cried with him. Step by step, with the help of others and his faith practices, he recognized the Light
that shines in the darkness, a light the darkness never completely overcomes. In time, with God's Grace, he once again found family and
purpose, vocation and fulfillment, joy. His life became a testimony to the enduring Light of God and a shining example to inspire others.
Andy encouraged people to find and tell their own faith stories, particularly those stories that begin with loss, rage, and despair. An
appendix provides questions for small groups to explore Andy's life story and then their own experiences, discovering personal ways to
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Testify to the Light. "With the pace of a Grisham novel and the depth of Annie Dilliard, Testify to the Light follows the journey of one man
as he moves from despair to hope. Andy Gustafson had it all: a loving wife, a growing family, a successful career, a place in his close-knit
community. But when he returned home one evening to find his family brutally murdered, his world turned upside down and his journey
out of that dark place began." Rev. Jane Willan, Pastor of First Congregational Church, Grafton, Mass, author of Jump Start This Church!"
In a dark world where magic is illegal, and elves are enslaved a young elven sorceress runs for her life from the house of her evil Keeper.
Pursued by his men and the corrupt Order of Witch-Hunters she must find sanctuary. As the slavers roll across the lands stealing elves from
what remains of their ancestral home the Witch-Hunters turn a blind eye to the tragedy and a story of power, love and a terrible revenge
unfolds.*Adult rated for scenes of sex and violence
In Riots to Renaissance the story of the Newark Fire Department from that fateful July in 1967 to the experiences of 2003 are recounted.
This volume begins with the warning signs that an explosion was about to occur on Newark's streets. The men who fought the fires created
by that explosion then describe in detail what they felt and how they dealt with the societal chaos that was Newark in July of 1967. If you
have read A View from the Firehouse: The Newark Riots, you are familiar with the fire department history of those troubled nights. The
stories told in this book will introduce you to how it felt and what members of the Newark Fire Department did to get through that
time.The next chapters follow Newark and her fire department as they spiral downward until the city is nothing but a shell of its former self.
It was said that wherever America's cities were going, Newark would get there first. During the 20 years that followed the Riots, it appeared
America's cities would simply burn to the ground, but by the late 1980s hope had crept back into the picture. The members of the NFD
were fighting fires and saving lives throughout this period when the city was transformed and reborn, some say becoming America's
renaissance city. Follow Newark firefighters through the worst period in the history of the city and into an era of hope.
Marik, a traveler disenchanted with his life, stumbles upon a young woman, rescuing her from a terrible storm. But someone is hunting her,
and before long, Marik is caught up in her struggle to survive. As dark secrets and magical talents reveal themselves, the pair must fight to
stay ahead of their pursuers, with little certainty of who to trust, as they flee from nation to nation throughout the continent of Newland.
The question is, can they run forever?
A Light in the Dark
Large Print Edition
Finding Post Traumatic Purpose
Searching for the Perfect Pint
Finding Memphis
The Firehouse Light
Are you ready to learn something new? The 2nd volume in the Knowledge Stew Guide series continues
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the quest to find the most interesting facts in the world. Take a journey through topics that range from
science, history, and geography to food, entertainment, and business and learn the facts behind the facts.
Discover things you might not have known about the moon, or why we're taller in the morning and
shorter at night. Find out about a strange amusement park, a secret vault at Mt. Rushmore, or the
world's most expensive coffee. These things, plus plenty more, are waiting for your brain to take them in.
Just don't forget your spoon. For even more facts, check out Volume 1 of Knowledge Stew: The Guide to
the Most Interesting Facts in the World.
Maybe you're a recent college graduate, looking for a successful start to your career. Or an experienced
professional, feeling the need to try something new. Either way, a whole host of opportunities await youbut if you really hope to ace that interview and get the job you want, you'll need the right skills to get
ahead. So when you're navigating the complex twists and turns of today's changing job market, let I'll Get
That Job! serve as your road map and guide. Featuring advice from real HR professionals, headhunters,
and team managers, this essential job-hunting companion will let you know exactly what you need to do
to increase your chances, from social media presence to writing a great CV. While shedding light on the
many myths and outdated "rules" that may actually bog you down in today's job-seeking experience, I'll
Get That Job! serves as a source of motivation and encouragement for modern job hunters. After all, with
hard work and the right mind-set, it really is possible for you to get that job you've always wanted-and
become the most successful version of yourself along the way!
Muhammad Ali was pushing 60 when I saw him on the Today Show. Matt Lauer asked Ali what he
considered to be his greatest accomplishment in or out of the ring. -Beating Sonny Liston, - was the
response. Surprised by the answer, Lauer asked the question again, putting more emphasis on the out of
the ring part. -Beating Sonny Liston, - Ali said, as matter-of-factly as he did the first time. Gilbert Rogin's
characterization of Liston as -the nearest piece of talent to Godzilla- was the way most boxing people felt
about Sonny before and while he was champion. Angelo Dundee said Liston stood over the heavyweight
division like -a colossus.- When Joe Louis said, -Nobody's gonna beat Liston 'cept old age, - there was no
reason to think otherwise. And then the impossible happened. Sonny took the biggest fall in the history
of sports. In a span of fifteen months in the mid-1960's, heavyweight champion Charles -Sonny- Liston
went from being unbeatable to being unmercifully seen as a pariah. Today, the memories of Liston are
little more than a footnote to Muhammad Ali's career. The photograph of Ali standing over Liston has
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defined Sonny for half a century. It has so obscured his talent and character that people seem far more
interested in knowing how Sonny died than how he lived. Sonny Liston In A New Light is a penetrating
look at boxing's first super heavyweight, a man who was tagged as too big, too black and too fierce for
most of America in the 1950's and 1960's. This is the story of who Sonny Liston really was and a
remarkable glimpse into who he has become. It is unlike any book you have ever read.
The Little Light Shines Bright celebrates the world's longest burning lightbulb at a fire station in
Livermore, California. The hand-blown lightbulb has been burning since 1901 and is declared the oldest
known working lightbulb by the Guinness Book of World Records. The little light's journey started more
than 100 years ago before the start of airplanes, automobiles and radio. Tourists from around the world
have visited the little light ... a light that has provided comfort to firefighters all of these years and shows
no signs of turning off! Through the eyes of a little boy we learn about the little light that shines bright .
Included is a timeline showing all of the history making events and inventions that have happened
throughout the little lights lifetime. Included in the book are real photos of the light and fire trucks at
Fire Station 6 ! You can see the light through its live "bulbcam" at www.centennialbulb.org .
A True Story about the World's Longest Burning Lightbulb
The Light Beyond the Storm Chronicles - Book I
Fahrenheit 451 [TV Tie-In Edition]
Create Your Own Light
A Real Guide from Real Experts on Getting the Job You Want!
Kids Vs. Mazes
They weren't dreams, they were night terrors! A mere dot of red light brought complete fear to
Christine Cole's heart. It tormented her so much that she had to claw herself awake, in a vain
attempt to rid herself of its evil. The night terrors were nothing compared to reality, to the
hard truth that crashed into her and her sisters when at last the meaning of the enigmatic red
dot was revealed.
The book is based on the developing love story of Lynnette and Darrell. Lynnette is a young
woman who felt unloved as a teenager so she looked for love in all the wrong places. Darrell is
a young man who grew up not knowing how to truly love a woman. Due to feeling unloved as a
teenager, Lynnette lost herself to Darrell and weight gain. Due to feeling powerful as a young
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man, Darrell became demanding and controlling. During this time period, Lynnette struggled with
self-esteem issues and the verbal abuse of Darrell while Darrell became a monster in disguise.
Lynnette ended up overcoming her issues by finding herself through prayer along side Darrell who
continued to stay on the wrong path. Will the strength of prayer cause Lynnette to lose her life
at the hands of Darrell?
My Journey to Light is a 200 Page Chronology of your Masonic Journey. Record important dates
that you received degrees Record Appointments. Record Dates Served in various Bodies, or
Committees. Record stories that need to be remembered. Most Importantly, Preserve the History of
your Lodge and Personal Journey for generations to come. $2.00 from the sale of this book will
go to Masonic Widows and Orphans. This Book Covers Blue Lodge, York Rite Bodies and Scottish
Rite Northern Masonic Jurisdiction. Space is also included for appendant bodies as you go
through your journey.
From taking human life to being assigned to the body recovery team of nine brother firefighters,
including one of his best friends, U.S. Marine, former Police Officer and Firefighter Travis
Howze was plagued with extreme Post Traumatic Stress, Depression and Survivors Guilt from a
lifetime of very traumatic exposures dating back to early childhood. Victorious in the fight for
his very own life at just three months old, his struggle to survive was just the beginning.
Years later, he would defeat the very silent and deadly killer, PTSD, but not before it caused
massive carnage and collateral damage to his personal and professional life. From Class Clown to
professional Stand-Up Comedian and Speaker, Travis' UNBELIEVABLY GRIPPING, uncensored
autobiography is a MUST READ that takes you on an emotional roller coaster ride through the eyes
of an emergency responder. Follow Travis through countless horrific events, from funny stories
inside of the Firehouse, Patrol Car, and Marine Corps, to Stand-Up Comedy Stages and the dark
places first responders have to go to in their mind to survive.This true, hard-hitting story is
about staying in the fight. It's about never quitting yourself, always getting up, doing the
things you love, and how the power of perspective, attitude, ownership and acceptance can lead
to LIFE CHANGING personal growth and a more PURPOSEFUL LIFE.
Patty in Paris
Firehouse Tales
Mindfall
Light Duty
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Sonny Liston in a New Light
Masonic Service Record
“Suzanne Chazin will do for firefighting what Patricia Cornwell did for forensic science . . . A white-hot debut from a tremendous new
talent” (Lee Child, #1 New York Times–bestselling author). When an inferno in Manhattan claims fifty lives, Georgia Skeehan, a rookie
marshal with the New York City Fire Department, is thrust into command of the investigation. Georgia suspects the fire may have been
started by something New York has never seen before: HTA, a kitchen-sink concoction with the thermal power of rocket fuel. HTA
fires—though rare over the last decade—are so ferocious that they can melt a building’s steel and concrete framework in minutes.
Georgia soon unearths another startling possibility: The blaze may be connected to three other unsolved New York fires—and to several
eerie, scripture-laden letters from a madman who calls himself the “Fourth Angel.” As she races to unravel the clues before more lives
are lost, she is troubled by the erratic behavior of her partner and by the betrayal of another marshal—a man she trusted with her heart
and her life. As Georgia battles for respect in the nearly all-male bastion of the FDNY, the Fourth Angel tightens his grip on his real
quarry—and plots an even more catastrophic and fiery finale. “Chazin dazzles with her knowledge of pyrotechnics and comes up with
plot twists aplenty.” —People “A red-hot debut.” —USA Today
The Christmas season brings the promise of new beginnings in this next novel by the New York Times bestselling author of the Angel
Island series. Before Christmas comes.... Martin Nightingale was no stranger to Cape Light. He spent many happy summers there as a
boy. Now, he's returned to fulfill the unusual terms of his grandfather's will. In order to collect his inheritance, Martin must spread joy
throughout the town with anonymous gifts. A shy man who doesn't make friends easily, Martin is stumped by the role of Secret Santa.
But a pretty police officer, Louisa Tully shows him that, "A stranger is just a friend you haven't met yet." One Christmas, long ago...
Martin's grandfather, Walter was a toy-making genius, but a terrible businessman. The Christmas of 1955 seemed the last for
Nightingale's Magical Toy Shop. Until miracles arrived, along with a stray dog named, Otis. But, as Martin discovers, his grandfather's
greatest legacy is a priceless lesson about giving from the heart.
The true story of a light bulb in a firehouse located in Livermore, California, that has stayed lit for more than one hundred years.
Linda liu is a modern day pirate, she is different, sharp of mind, a killer and on America's most wanted list. A covert task force brings
three people together, their undertaking to find Linda. Linda continues to be one step a head of those who want her dead. She has
cloices, fight or flight.
The Fourth Angel
The Power of Light
Friends at the Firehouse
Double Booked: 35 lift-the-flaps inside! (Firefighter Board Books; Firetruck Books for Toddlers)
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